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Committee Messages
On behalf of the General Chairs, we welcome you to the 11th International Conference on Management
of Emergent Digital EcoSystems (MEDES'2019) hosted by the Open University of Cyprus, Cyprus. The
1st MEDES conference was organized in Lyon in 2009. Since then, it has always been technically
supported by the ACM Special Group on Applied Computing (ACM SIGAPP and ACM SIGAPP.fr). After
11 years of continuous presence, this conference has become the premier forum for the dissemination
of leading edge research in Digital Ecosystems. The MEDES conference series continues this tradition
of bringing students, researchers and practitioners together to exchange and share their contributions
related to various areas of the expanding universe of digital ecosystems. Previous events took place in
Japan (2018), Thailand (2017), France (2016), Brazil (2015), Saudi Arabia (2014), Luxembourg (2013),
Ethiopia (2012), USA (2011), Thailand (2010), and France (2009). The 11th MEDES conference involves
a significant number of researchers; in particular it was supported by 66 Program Committee members
(see Figure 1), which have been selected for their strong expertise and special interest in their
respective research areas.
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Figure 1. Countries of PC members of MEDES 2019
The following areas were included in the Call for Papers: Digital Ecosystem Infrastructure, Data &
Knowledge Management, Computational & Collective Intelligence, Semantic Computing, Software
ecosystems for Software Engineering, Big Data, Services, Trust, Security & Privacy, Software
Engineering, Internet of Things & Intelligent Web, Cyber Physical Systems, Social & Collaborative
Platforms, Human-Computer Interaction, Open Source, Applications (Logistics, Energy, Healthcare,
Environment, Smart Cities, Digital Humanities, Robotics, etc.), Complex Systems & Networks. In the 11th
MEDES conference, we are really gratified by the international diversity of the affiliation of the authors
of the submitted papers: they originate from no less than 34 countries (see Figure 2). All papers went
through a peer-review process by at least 3 independent academic reviewers. Where needed, more
reviewers were consulted to resolve potential conflicts. The conference Program Committee had a
very challenging task of choosing high quality submissions. Out of all submissions, 41 regular papers
and 7 short papers were selected for inclusion in the conference program and the conference
proceedings.
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Figure 2. Countries of submitted papers.
The MEDES’2019 program shows the diverse nature of papers and demonstrates the vitality of Digital
Ecosystems topics and proves the wide range of its applications. The conference is proud to host three
exceptional keynote talks by:
 Professor Christian S. Jensen, Aalborg University, Denmark,
 Dr. Dimitrios Tzovaras, Director of Information Technologies Institute, Greece,
 Professor Marios Dikaiakos, University of Cyprus, Cyprus.
In addition to our gratitude to the invited speaekrs for sharing their experiences with MEDES’2019
ettendees, we would like to thank from heart the Program Committee Chairs:
• Professor Sergio Ilarri, University of Zaragoza, Spain,
• Professor Apostolos Papadopoulos, Aritotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece.
for handling all submitted papers and providing an interesting program. Also, thanks are due to the
Program Committee members and the external reviewers as well. All of them, they have contributed
to reach this point. We are very grateful to several institutions and corporations for their sponsorship
and assistance: ACM SIGAPP, International Federation for Information Processing Working Group 2.6,
Semantic & Privacy in Digital Ecosystem Research Group, Deputy Ministry of Tourism of the Republic
of Cyprus. Most of all, we would like to especially thank the authors and presenters for sharing their
experience with the rest of us, and all attendees for joining us in Limassol, Cyprus, this year.
The local organizing committee has been a major contributor to the success of the conference. Our
gratitude goes to Petros Statis and to www.easyconferences.eu in general for taking care about all
local logistics.
Finally, we hope that you will find these proceedings to be a valuable resource in your professional,
research, and educational activities (whether you are a student, academic, researcher, or a practicing
professional), and you will be highly motivated and stimulated for further research in the domain of
Digital Ecosystems in general.
Richard Chbeir, University of Pau and Pays de l'Adour, France
Yannis Manolopoulos, Open University of Cyprus, Cyprus
General Co-Chairs
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Message from the Program Chairs
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the 11th International Conference on Management of Digital
EcoSystems (MEDES’2019), held in Limassol (Cyprus) from November 12-14, 2019. The MEDES
conference is a well-established conference that celebrates this year already the 11th edition. It deals
with a variety of topics on digital systems and the building of intelligent environments based on the
use of information technologies and techniques from fields such as big data management, web
technologies, networking, security, human-computer interactions, artificial intelligence (AI), e-services
and self-organizing systems.
This year we have a rich program that comprises 48 paper presentations (41 regular papers and 7 short
papers), including invited papers, distributed in 9 research sessions during 3 intensive conference days.
The sessions deal with a variety of topics, including social networks, data management, data mining,
machine learning, open data, blockchains, citizen science and e-governance, Big Data, and intelligent
systems. We thank the authors for their submissions and interest in participating in MEDES’2019 and
share their research works. Besides, 3 keynotes by expert researchers complete an exciting program:
Christian S. Jensen on using massive vehicle trajectory data for routing, Dimitrios Tzovaras on visual
analytics for enhanced decision making using AI technologies, and Marios Dikaiakos reflecting on the
potential role of universities as innovation powerhouses.
A high quality review process was performed by the members of the program committee, who devoted
their efforts to provide insightful comments to the authors: Adel Alti, Jose Angel Bañares, Hassan Badir,
Khalid Benali, Morad Benyoucef, Miriam Capretz, Georgios Ch. Sirakoulis, Richard Chbeir, Sung-Bae
Cho, Christophe Claramunt, Antonio Corral, Nadine Cullot, Mohamed El Yafrani, Antonio Fariña, Anna
Formica, Flavius Frasincar, Fekade Getahun Taddesse, Gheorghita Ghinea, Fethullah Gocer, Michael
Granitzer, William Grosky, Francesco Guerra, Petr Hajek, Ramzi Haraty, Kenji Hatano, Ramon Hermoso,
Jerónimo Hernández-González, Sergio Ilarri, Christophe Jouis, Eleanna Kafeza, Harald Kosch, Jaroslaw
Kozlak, Maciej Kusy, Anne Laurent, Sylvain Lefebvre, Steve Ling, Maria Luisa Sapino, Fragkiskos
Malliaros, Yannis Manolopoulos, Yi Mei, Laurent Nana, Apostolos Papadopoulos, Laura Po, Hiram
Ponce Espinosa, Philippe Pucheral, José R.R. Viqueira, Cyril Ray, Philippe Roose, Imad Saleh, Lionel
Seinturier, Josef Spillner, Yasufumi Takama, Joe Tekli, Agma Traina, Caetano Traina, Raquel Trillo-Lado,
Roumiana Tsankova, Nicolas Tsapatsoulis, Chrisa Tsinaraki, Yannis Velegrakis, Marco Viviani, Anthony
Wasserman, Jun Ye, Qiang Zhu, Rodrigo Santos, Konstantinos Votis. We thank also the external
reviewers: Wander Queiroz and Francisco Garcia-Garcia. We would like to thank the dedication of this
great group of researchers for their assistance during the review process. Besides, we feel fortunate
and delighted to work in coordination with the Conference Chairs, Richard Chbeir (University of Pau
and Adour Countries, France) and Yannis Manolopoulos (Open University of Cyprus, Cyprus), whose
work has been key for the success of MEDES’2019.
Last but not least, we would also like to thank the support of some projects that fund our research
activities in relation to the topics of this conference, such as the project TIN2016-78011-C4-3-R
(AEI/FEDER, UE), the Government of Aragon (Group Reference T35_17D, COSMOS group) with the cofunding of Feder 2014-2020 “Construyendo Europa desde Aragon”, the TRAFAIR project (2017-EU-IA0167), co-financed by the Connecting Europe Facility of the European Union, and the CUREX project
(RIA, funded under H2020-EU.3.1.5.1.)
We and our team remain at your disposal during the conference. Thank you for your participation,
welcome to Limassol, and enjoy the conference!
Sergio Ilarri, University of Zaragoza, Spain
Apostolos Papadopoulos, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece
Program Committee Chairs
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Conference Venue
The conference is held at the
Atlantica Miramare Beach Hotel.
Address of the Conference venue:
11 Amerikanas Str.,
Yermasoyia Municipality
4060, Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: +357 25 888100
Email: miramare@atlanticahotels.com
Atlantica Miramare is a 4-star hotel
located right on the beach, overlooking
the blue waters of the Mediterranean
Sea, in the center of the tourist area of
Yermasoyia, Limassol. The hotel is set
just 5 minutes away from the Limassol old town and approximately 50 minutes away from Larnaca
Airport and Paphos Airport.
For more information:
https://www.atlanticahotels.com/hotels/atlantica-miramare-beach-hotel
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Accommodation
The Organizing Committee has secured preferential rates for the conference participants. Book your
accommodation at these rates through the online system. Please note that for a half-double room you
need to find on your own the other person to share with, and use the shared code provided through
the registration page www.easyconferences.org. Both persons must select a half-double room and use
the same shared code in their registration. The below accommodation rates are per night and are
inclusive of VAT. Breakfast is included.

Atlantica Miramare Beach Hotel - 4*
There are 280 rooms at Atlantica Miramare Beach Hotel; featuring central air-conditioning and
heating, safe deposit box, hair dryer, mini bar, direct dial telephone, WiFi connection, flat satellite TV,
pay per view movies, private balcony or terrace, sea or inland view.

Dining
Within the hotel there are 6 food and beverage outlets listed below:
• Thalassa Restaurant and Terrace: Serves breakfast (buffet), lunch (buffet and a la carte) and dinner
(buffet).
• The Red Room: Open for dinner, serves a la carte dishes of European cuisine.
8

•
•
•
•

Asteria Lobby Bar and Terrace offers all-day drinks in an intimate atmosphere.
Atlantis Wet bar: Offers a rich snack menu, refreshing cocktails, and frozen margaritas.
Mermaid Restaurant: Opened occasionally – Offer you delightful dishes from around the world in
fine dining establishments. The restaurant serves lunch and dinner.
Koi Bar: With music, drinks and live sports action.

General Facilities
The hotel offers a Spa and Health Centre, treatment rooms, gym, sauna, steam bath, jacuzzi, massage
rooms, swimming pools, an indoor heated pool, tennis court, laundry service, table tennis, darts,
cycling centre and organized tours, Scuba diving centre and water sports on the beach, 24-hour room
service, Medical facilities service.
Rates
• Single room: 84€
• Double room: 106€

Tsanotel - 3*
Tsanotel is located in a tourist area of Limassol, about 6 km away from the Municipal Park. Bringing a
new fresh breeze to the heart of the touristic area of Limassol, Tsanotel comes to offer a totally new
and unique proposition with a unique design. Tsanotel promises to offer a lovely stay with style and
personal attention in all that the hotel has to offer. Guests will find a supermarket and shops within
minutes of the hotel.

Rates
• Single room: 69€
• Double room: 92€
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Sponsors

Special Interest Group on Applied Computing

International Federation for Information
Processing Working Group 2.6

Semantic & Privacy in Digital Ecosystem
Research Group

Republic of Cyprus
Deputy Ministry of Tourism

Cyprus Convention Bureau

Deputy Ministry of Tourism
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General Information
Registration Desk Opening Hours
Tuesday, November 12th, 2019:
Wednesday, November 13th, 2019:
Thursday, November 14th, 2019:

8:00-12:30 & 13:30-16:00
8:00-12:30 & 13:30-16:00
8:30-12:30 & 13:30-17:00

Instructions for Speakers
All speakers are requested to come to the session room during the coffee break at least 1 hour in
advance of their presentations to verify if the file/data will function properly on the equipment
provided. Please name the file as: “Presentation no. (or session name)-presenter name.ppt”. To avoid
virus infection, kindly scan your data with updated anti-virus software beforehand.
User of Macintosh Computers: You should bring your own Macintosh, since there would be technical
issues that can arise when PowerPoint files created on a Mac are run on a Windows PC. Please check
with the local organizers if you have any questions regarding your presentation.

Lunch and Coffee Breaks
Morning and afternoon coffee breaks will be served in the hall whereas the lunches will be served in
one of the restaurants. All participants should display their conference tag at the restaurant entrance.

Conference Banquet Ticket
Delegates will receive their conference banquet ticket at registration desk. Banquet tickets are to be
displayed at the Conference Dinner. If you have misplaced your ticket or have not received tickets for
the function you wish to attend, please visit the staff at the registration desk. Tickets are available for
purchase subject to availability. Shuttle buses will transport participants from the conference venue to
the Banquet location.

Urgent Messages
Urgent messages for delegates can be directed to the registration desk. Messages will be held at the
registration desk for collection and the recipient will be notified via a notice board.

Name Tags
Please wear your name tag at all time during the conference, including lunch and conference dinner.
You may be asked to present your name tag.

Mobile Phones, Pager & Laptop Sound
As a courtesy to presenters and colleagues, please ensure that your mobile phones, pagers and laptop
speakers are switched off during the conference sessions.

Visas
As Cyprus is a candidate country bound to join the Schengen Area, Residents of non-EU countries who
hold valid multiple-entry Schengen visas must first pass through a full Schengen member territory to
utilize the visa in Cyprus. The Schengen Visa holder is allowed to travel to Cyprus directly from a
Schengen member country without applying for a National Cypriot visa and stay in the Republic of
Cyprus for the duration of their Schengen visa. The above arrangements do not apply for persons
holding a Turkish or Azerbaijani passport. If you are affected, please visit the Cyprus Ministry of Foreign
Affairs website on how to apply for a Cyprus Visa. For further information, please check the European
Commission website regarding Schengen Visas. Visas will be issued by all the Diplomatic Missions
(Embassies and General Consulates) of the Republic of Cyprus, and by all the Honorary Consulates of
the Republic of Cyprus abroad in their respective countries. Additionally, visas can also be issued by
the British High Commissions / Embassies in the following countries: Argentine, Bahrein, Hong Kong,
Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Oman, Switzerland, Sudan, United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi,
Dubai) and Uzbekistan. For the latest information please visit the Ministry of Foreign Affairs website.
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Airports
Cyprus is served by two International Airports: Larnaca International Airport (LCA) and Paphos
International Airport (PFO). More than 50 International Airlines connect Cyprus to the whole world;
for more details regarding flights to/from Cyprus, please visit the official website of both airports at
www.hermesairports.com. Furthermore, domestic communication between both airports and all the
major cities on the island is very quick and easy via an extensive highway system.

Airport Transfers
Please note that participants have the following options for their transfers from /to the airport:
Airport Taxis
Participants may get an airport taxi on arrival at the airport. Service is generally very good, but at times
one may have to wait and prices may vary depending on the time of arrival.
Car Rentals
Participants may hire a car during their stay, and thus use it for their airport transfers. Please note that
the Car Hire Daily Rates are valid for 24 hours. Each daily rental period starts from the moment that
the car is picked up and is valid for 24 hours after that. In case that a car is kept for a period exceeding
24 hours then the renter will be charged for an additional day. Cars picked up from either Larnaca or
Paphos airports in Cyprus are subject to an Airport Charge of 20 Euro to be paid locally.

Public Transport to Limassol
Larnaca Airport to Limassol
Step 1: From Larnaca Airport use the Limassol Airport Express coaches (50 minutes’ shuttle service) to
reach Limassol city (last bus stop “Saint George Havouzas” – shuttle bus stop). Please visit their
webpage for more information and timetable: www.limasolairportexpress.eu.
Step 2: Afterwards, you can use Limassol public buses ‘EMEL’ to find a route to your accommodation
hotel. Please visit their webpage www.limassolbuses.com for routes and timetables. Alternatively, you
can get a taxi to drop you off to your hotel.
Paphos Airport to Limassol
Option1:
Step 1: Once you arrive at Paphos Airport, you can take the direct service to Limassol (Ag. Georgios
Havouzas bus stop); handled by Limassol Airport Express coaches (45 minutes’ shuttle service). You
may visit www.limassolairportexpress.eu to check the timetable that matches your flight.
Step 2: Afterwards, you can use Limassol public buses ‘EMEL’ to find a route to your accommodation
hotel. Please visit their webpage www.limassolbusses.com for routes and timetables. Alternatively,
you can get a taxi to drop you off to your hotel.
Option2:
Step 1: Once you arrive at Paphos Airport, you can use the public bus route 613 to reach PervolaKaravela Station. Please visit ‘OSYPA Buses’ website at www.pafosbuses.com to find map and
timetable.
Step 2: From Pervola-Karavela Station use the Public Bus Company ‘Intercity Buses' www.intercitybuses.com to get to Limassol City (New Port Station).
Step 3: At the New Port Station in Limassol you can hop on ‘EMEL Buses’ to reach your hotel. Please
visit ‘EMEL Buses’ routes and timetable at : www.limassolbuses.com. Alternatively, you can get a taxi
to drop you off to your hotel.

Public Transportation
Please note that Cyprus has a comprehensive public bus network, with extensive inner-city routes and
also major city and airport connections. You can find more information at www.cyprusbybus.com.

Additional Information
•
•
•

The voltage on the island is 230V Socket outlets are of flat 3 pin-type.
The currency of the Republic is the Euro.
All types of medication are available in well-stocked pharmacies all over Cyprus.
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•
•
•
•

Telephone: Cyprus automatic telephone dialing system reaches 206 countries. Telecards can be
purchased from Post Offices, kiosks and souvenir shops.
There are two international airports in Cyprus, at Larnaca and Pafos.
The two main ports are in Lemesos and Larnaca.
Around 30 airlines connect Cyprus directly with most European and Middle-East countries, which
provide ongoing services to anywhere in the world.

Distances
From

Larnaca Airport (LCA)

Paphos Airport (PFO)

To
Nicosia City
Limassol City
Larnaca City
Paphos City
Protaras Town
Agia Napa Town
Coral Bay Area
Troodos Square
Nicosia City
Limassol City
Larnaca City
Paphos City
Protaras Town
Agia Napa Town
Coral Bay Area
Troodos Square

Distance in km/miles
52 km (32.4mi)
67 km (41.7mi)
6.5 km (4mi)
133 km (82.5mi)
67 km (41.9mi)
58 km (36.1mi)
142km (88.1mi)
110km (68.6mi)
145 km (90.3mi)
62 km (38.7mi)
131 km (81.7mi)
10 km (6 mi)
182 km (113.5mi)
173 km (139 mi)
24 km (14.6 mi)
61 km (37.4 mi)
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Distance in minutes
35 min
45 min
10 min
1h 20min
45 min
40 min
1h 35min
1h 25min
1h 40 min
45 min
1h 30min
20 min
2h
1h 50min
30 min
1h 15min

Social Events
Tour and Conference Dinner
Date: Wednesday, November 13th, 2019.
Time: 18:00 – 22.00
Location: I Avli tou Vasilea (= King’s yeard)
Address: 239 Ayiou Andreou str, 3036 Limassol
Telephone: +357 25 278000
Departure Time: 18:00 - Atlantica Miramare Hotel Lobby
Ticket: €60 / person
We will get together at 18:00 at the lobby of Venue Hotel from where we will promptly depart in airconditioned coaches for a city tour. A professional guide will tell us about the history of Cyprus in
general and Limassol Town in particular. Our tour will finish with a dinner, which will consist of an array
of tranditional dishes complimented with local drinks and deserts. During the dinner, we will enjoy an
entertaining programme. More information at:
https://www.facebook.com/avlitouvasilea/
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g190382-d7621916-Reviews-Avli_Tou_VasileaLimassol_Limassol_District.html
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About Cyprus
Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean, after Sicily and Sardinia, with an area of 9.251
sq. kms (3.572 sq. miles). It is situated at the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean, at a distance
of 300 km north of Egypt. The Greek island of Rhodes lies 360 km to the north-west. Cyprus’ coastal
line is indented and rocky in the north with long sandy beaches in the south. The north coastal plain,
covered with olive and carob trees, is backed by the steep and narrow Pentadaktylos mountain range
of limestone, rising to a height of 1.042 m. In the south, the extensive mountain massif of Troodos,
covered with pine, dwarf oak, cypress and cedar, culminates in the peak of Mount Olympus, 1.953 m.
above sea level. Between the Troodos range and the Pentadaktylos mountain range lies the fertile
plain of Messaoria. Arable land constitutes 46.8% of the total area of the island. There are no rivers,
only torrents that flow after heavy rain.
The history of Cyprus is one of the oldest recorded in the world and its historical significance is
disproportionate to its small size. The first signs of civilization date to the ninth millennium B.C. The
earliest known foreign settlements on the island were mainly of Phoenicians and Greeks, with
Phoenician culture dominating the island’s eastern and southern parts. As a strategic location in the
Middle East, it was subsequently occupied by several major powers, including the empires of the
Assyrians, Egyptians, and Persians, from whom the island was seized in 333 BC by Alexander the Great
and at which point Greek culture began to dominate. Subsequent rule by Ptolemaic Egypt, the Roman
Empire, the Byzantines, Arab caliphates for a short period, the French Luisignan dynasty, and the
Venetians, was followed by over three centuries of Ottoman control. Cyprus was placed under British
administration in 1878 until it was granted independence in 1960. Cyprus occupies an important role
in Greek mythology being the birthplace of Aphrodite and Adonis, and home to King Cinyras, Teucer
and Pygmalion. The island figures prominently in the early history of Christianity, being the first
province of Rome to be ruled by a Christian governor in the first century and providing a backdrop for
stories in the New Testament.
Cyprus has a Mediterranean climate: hot, dry summers from June to September and mild, wet winters
from November to March, which are separated by short Autumn and Spring seasons. Sunshine is
abundant during the whole year, particularly from April to September when the daily average exceeds
eleven hours. Winds are on the whole light to moderate. Gales are very infrequent and heavy storms
rare. Snow hardly falls in the lowlands and on the northern range, but is a frequent feature, every
winter on ground above 1.000 meters in the Troodos range. During the coldest months, it lies in
considerable depth for several weeks, attracting skiers.

Limassol
The city of Limassol is situated between the ancient cities of Amathous to the east and Kourion to the
west. Limassol was inhabited since the very ancient years and tombs discovered there date back to
around the 2nd century B.C., while others date back to around the 8th and 4th centuries B.C. The few
ancient finds that were discovered show that a small settlement existed there which did not manage
to develop and flourish.
The city, in the 10th century, was known as Nemesos and the Byzantine emperor, Constantine
Porphyrogenitus, refers to this city with this name. The history of the city is mainly known for its events
in 1191 A.D., which marked the end of the Byzantine Rule in Cyprus. The king of England, Richard the
Lionheart, foresaw the strategic importance of Cyprus as a base for supplying the forces taking part in
the Third Crusade and conquered the island. Richard celebrated his marriage to Berengaria in Limassol
where the latter was crowned Queen of England. And that is how the Byzantine Rule in Cyprus came
to an end.
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Limassol was then surrendered to the Frankish Empire of the Lusignan Kings of the medieval Cypriot
kingdom. For about three centuries (1192-1489), Limassol experienced a remarkable period of
prosperity. In 1489 A.D., the Queen of Cyprus, Ekaterini Cornaro, surrendered Cyprus to the city of
Venice. This lasted until the Turkish Occupation took place in 1570 A.D. Then the British conquered
Cyprus in 1878, while in 1960 significant changes followed the liberation of Cyprus, which contributed
to the cultural and artistic life of the city. Schools, theatres, art galleries, music halls and football clubs
were formed and played a significant role in the cultural life of Limassol.
The city of Limassol was developed much after the Turkish invasion of 1974, when Famagusta, one of
the most touristic areas of Cyprus, was captured by the Turkish armies. Luxurious hotels, restaurants
and numerous entertainment clubs were built and thus the city soon became a significant touristic
center. Furthermore, Limassol is the base of Cyprus University of Technology, one of three state
universities, which was established in 2004.
Limassol is home to a large community of Pontic Greeks, who settled in Cyprus after the collapse of
Soviet Union. In recent years, the city has also become increasingly popular with Russian or other postSoviet nationals and expatriates. Today, some 17% of the population of Limassol are Russian-speaking,
and 8% of the population are Russian citizens.

Limassol Landmarks
Medieval Castle
The medieval castle is one of the ten castles of Cyprus. It was built by the Byzantines around 1000 AD.
Around the same period, a chapel was also built there. Richard the Lionheart is supposed to have
married his fiancée Princess Berengaria of Navarre on this site after her ship was grounded nearby in
1191 as she accompanied him to the Third Crusade, on his way to Holy Land. The Castle was used as a
prison between 1790 and 1940 and it now serves as a medieval museum. The collection that the
museum provides covers the era of 400 – 1870 AD. A visitor can see numerous exhibits: cannons, wood
carvings of the 17th and 18th century, paintings and tombstones, statues, suits of armour, coins,
terracotta, metalware and pottery, glass and marble articrafts.
Archaeological Museum
The Archaeological Museum provides a very interesting collection of antiquities found in the district of
Limassol, dating from the Neolithic Age to the Roman period. Some of the archaeological discoveries
are: Stone axes of the Neolithic and Chalcolithic period, potteries and objects of the ancient cities of
Curium and Amathus, as well as Roman terracottas, gold jewellery, coins, sculptures, columns, vases,
earrings, rings, necklaces, marble statues etc.
Folk Art Museum
The Folk Art Museum is based in a preserved old house that contains a collection of Cypriot Folk Art of
the last two centuries. Objects in the collection include national costumes, tapestry, embroidery,
wooden chests, waistcoats, men’s jackets, necklaces, a variety of light clothes, town costumes, country
tools etc. The museum was established in 1985. More than 500 exhibits are housed in its six rooms.
The museum was awarded the Europa Nostra prize in 1989. Here, the visitor can study Cypriot culture
through the hand-made exhibits.
Public Garden
Public Garden is situated on the coastal road. It provides a great variety of vegetation: eucalyptus trees,
pine trees and cypresses. Inside the garden, there is a small zoo. There, the visitor can see deer,
moufflons, ostriches, pheasants, tigers, lions, monkeys, vultures, pelicans and other animals and
different kinds of birds. Not far from the zoo there is the small natural history museum and the garden
theatre that is reconstructed to host international groups.
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Full Conference Program
Tuesday 12th of November 2019
Tuesday 08:30 am – 09:00 am
Opening Session
Tuesday 09:00 am – 10:00 am
Keynote Talk: Using Massive Vehicle Trajectory Data for Routing
by: Christian Jensen
Chair: Richard Chbeir
Abstract: p.23
Tuesday 10:00 am – 10:20 am
Coffee Break
Tuesday 10:20 am – 12:15 pm
Session 1: Social Networks (Abstracts: p.26)
Chair: Hiroshi Ishikawa

Structure and Content Based Community Detection in Evolving Social Networks (regular)
Nikolaos Sachpenderis, Alexandros Karakasidis and Georgia Koloniari
Popularity Prediction of Posts in Social Networks Based on User, Post and Image Features (regular)
Mehmetcan Gayberi, Sule Gunduz Oguducu
SocialNetCrawler - Online Social Network Crawler (regular)
Sebastião Pais, João Cordeiro, Ricardo Martins and Miguel Albardeiro
Conflict Detection in Linguistically Diverse Online Social Networks: A Russia-Ukraine Case Study
(regular)
Nataliya Tkachenko and Weisi Guo
Towards Efficient Crawling of Georeferenced Documents from Location-based Social Networks
(regular)
Shohei Yokoyama and Sou Ijima

Tuesday 12:15 pm – 1:15 pm
Lunch
Tuesday 1:15 pm – 3:00 pm
Session 2: Data Management (Abstracts: p.28)
Chair: Yannis Vassiliou

CA-Smooth: Content Adaptive Smoothing of Time Series Leveraging Locally Salient Temporal
Features (regular)
Rosaria Rossini, Silvestro Poccia, K. Selcuk Candan and Maria Luisa Sapino
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Applications of Generalized Difference Method for Hypothesis Generation to Social Big Data in
Concept and Real Spaces (regular)
Hiroshi Ishikawa, Daiju Kato, Masaki Endo and Masaharu Hirota
Measurement-based Cost Calculation Method Focusing on CPU Architecture for Database Query
Optimization (regular)
Tsuyoshi Tanaka and Hiroshi Ishikawa
Matching Disparate Dimensions for Analytical Integration of Heterogeneous Data Sources (regular)
Anna V. Korobko and Aleksei Korobko
Cloud-based Open-Source Enterprise Content Management Model at a SME Operating in the
Manufacturing Sector (regular)
Andrea Montesinos, Sebastián Salas, David Mauricio and Carlos Raymundo

Tuesday 3:00 pm – 3:20 pm
Coffee Break
Tuesday 3:20 pm – 5:15 pm
Session 3: Data Mining, Machine Learning (Abstracts: p.30)
Chair: Marco Viviani

Facilitating and Managing Machine Learning and Data Analysis Tasks in Big Data Environments using
Web and Microservice Technologies (regular)
Shadi Shahoud, Sonja Gunnarsdottir, Hatem Khalloof, Clemens Duepmeier and Veit Hagenmeyer
CRD-SentEnse: Cross-domain Sentiment Analysis Using an Ensemble Model (regular)
Katerina Katsarou and Devvrat Singh Shekhawat
Enhancing Long Term Fairness in Recommendations with Variational Autoencoders (regular)
Rodrigo Borges and Kostas Stefanidis
Visual Analytics for Exploring Air Quality Data in an AI-enhanced IoT Environment (regular)
Ilias Kalamaras, Ioannis Xygonakis, Konstantinos Glykos, Sigmund Akselsen, Arne Munch-Ellingsen, Hai
Thanh Nguyen, Andreas Jacobsen Lepperod, Kerstin Bach, Konstantinos Votis and Dimitrios Tzovaras
Some Assessments on Applications of Fuzzy Clustering Techniques in Multimedia Compression
Systems (short)
Enea Mancellari, Erind Bedalli and Rexhep Rada
Ecosystems of Industry 4.0 - Combining Technology and Human Powers (short)
Cristina Monsone and Eunika Mercier-Laurent
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Wednesday 13th of November 2019
Wednesday 09:00 am – 10:00 am
Keynote Talk: A Visual Analytics Framework for enhanced decision making using
cascaded AI technologies
by: Dimitrios Tzovaras
chair: Apostolos Papadopoulos
Abstract: p.24
Wednesday 10:00 am – 10:20 am
Coffee Break
Wednesday 10:20 am – 12:15 pm
Session 4: Open Data & Blockchains (Abstracts: p.32)
Chair: Miguel Albardeiro

Divide and Conquer Technique for Large Linked Datasets (regular)
Maria Krommyda, Verena Kantere and Yannis Vassiliou
Factors that Impact Blockchain Scalability (regular)
Peter Eklund and Roman Beck
Datachain: A Query Framework for Blockchains (regular)
Demetris Trihinas
Enhancing Open Government Data with Data Provenance (regular)
Cleyton Peixoto dos Reis Júnior, Márcio de Carvalho Victorino, Maristela Holanda, Waldeyr M. C. da
Silva, Rodrigo Pinheiro and Luiz C. B. Martins
Repeated Values on Collections Harvested using the Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (regular)
Sarantos Kapidakis

Wednesday 12:15 pm – 1:15 pm
Lunch
Wednesday 1:15 pm – 3:00 pm
Session 5: Citizens, Science, and e-governance (Abstracts: p.34)
Chair: Apostolos Papadopoulos

Citizen Engagement for Transparent and Accountable Policy Modelling (regular)
Dimitris Spiliotopoulos, Dionisis Margaris and Costas Vassilakis
Integrating Non-functional Data Quality Requirements to Citizen Science Application Design
(regular)
Jiri Musto and Ajantha Dahanayake
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Positive Feedback Loops as an Essential Architectural Pattern in Digital Government Architecture Insights from a System's Based Exploration of Estonia's Digital Government Technical Architecture
(regular)
Keegan Mcbride, Andres Kütt, Sadok Ben Yahia and Dirk Draheim
Concise Description of Telecom Service Use Through Concept Chains (regular)
Ants Torim, Sadok Ben Yahia and Kristo Raun
A New Smart Citizen-Centered Transportation Application without GPS (short)
Hosni Seffih, Myriam Lamolle, Aurélie Pradelles, Ayoub Chouchou and Christian Fluhr

Wednesday 3:00 pm – 3:20 pm
Coffee Break
Wednesday 3:20 pm – 5:15 pm
Session 6: Ecosystems (Abstracts: p.36)
Chair: Keegan McBride

Data Confidentiality and Information Credibility in Online Ecosystems (regular)
Giovanni Livraga and Marco Viviani
Gaming Ecosystems for Education and Research: where Artificial Intelligence Meets with Software
Engineering, at Scale (regular)
Dimitrios Kalles, Kyriakos Giagtzoglou and Kostas Mitropoulos
A Continuous Certification Methodology for DevOps (regular)
Marco Anisetti, Claudio Ardagna, Ernesto Damiani and Filippo Gaudenzi
Minimum-Impact First: Scheduling Virtual Machines Under Maintenance Scenarios (regular)
Anis Yazidi, Hårek Haugerud, Frederik Ung and Kyrre Begnum
An Observational Study on the Challenges Faced by Actors in a Social Innovation Ecosystem (short)
Luciana Chueri, Aline Vasconcelos and Rodrigo Santos
3DPrinterOS - A Digital Ecosystem of Personal Manufacturing: Connecting Humans to Manufacturing
Machines (short)
Anton Vedeshin, John Mehmet Ulgar Dogru, Innar Liiv, Dirk Draheim and Sadok Ben Yahia

Wednesday 6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Excursion – Dinner
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Thursday 14th of November 2019
Thursday 09:00 am – 10:00 am
Keynote Talk: Beyond Silicon Valley: can Universities Act as Innovation Powerhouses
in a Period of Disruption?
By: Marios Dikaiakos
Chair: Sergio Ilarri
Abstract: p.25
Thursday 10:00 am – 10:20 am
Coffee Break
Thursday 10:20 am – 12:15 pm
Session 7: Intelligent Systems I (Abstracts: p.38)
Chair: Demetris Trihinas

A Mixed-reality Interaction-driven Game-based Learning Framework (regular)
Dimitris Spiliotopoulos, Dionisis Margaris, Costas Vassilakis, Volha Petukhova and Konstantinos Kotis
Towards Operational Technology Monitoring in Intelligent Transportation Systems - Key Challenges
and Research Roadmap (regular)
David Graf, Werner Retschitzegger, Wieland Schwinger, Elisabeth Kapsammer, Norbert Baumgartner
and Birgit Pröll
A Personalised Hybrid Learning Object Recommender System (regular)
Samuel Kapembe and Jose Quenum
Generating Distributed Representation of User Movement for Extracting Detour Spots (regular)
Masaharu Hirota, Tetsuya Oda, Masaki Endo and Hiroshi Ishikawa
Optimizing Power and Energy Efficiency in Cloud Computing (regular)
Naveed Khan, Hårek Haugerud, Raju Shrestha and Anis Yazidi

Thursday 12:15 pm – 1:15 pm
Lunch
Thursday 1:15 pm – 3:00 pm
Session 8: Big Data (Abstracts: p.40)
Chair: Amira Mouakher

Big Data Platform for Integrated Cyber and Physical Security of Critical Infrastructures for the
Financial Sector Critical Infrastructures as Cyber-Physical Systems (regular)
Ernesto Troiano, John Soldatos, Ariana Polyviou, Andreas Polyviou, Alessandro Mamelli and Dimitris
Drakoulis
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A Real-time Multimedia Data Quality Assessment Framework (regular)
Zahi Al Chami, Bechara Al Bouna, Chady Abou Jaoude and Richard Chbeir
Management of Big Textual Data in Qualitative Research: Organizing the Relationships in a
Typology based on Logical Properties (regular)
Christophe Jouis, Mercedes Orus-Lacord, Nino Durglishvili and Roman Orus
Data Lineage Temporally Using a Graph Database (regular)
Jaroslav Pokorny, Jan Sýkora and Michal Valenta
A Decentralized Approach for Homogenizing Load Distribution in Cloud Data Center based On
Stable Marriage Matching (regular)
Disha Sangar, Hårek Haugerud, Anis Yazidi and Kyrre Begnum

Thursday 3:00 pm – 3:20 pm
Coffee Break
Thursday 3:20 pm – 5:15 pm
Session 9: Intelligent Systems II (Abstracts: p.42)
Chair: Sergio Ilarri

An Ontology-based Thermal Comfort Management System in Smart Buildings (regular)
Adrian Taboada Orozko, Amira Mouakher, Imen Ben Sassi and Christophe Nicolle
Performance Analysis of Using Feature Fusion for Crack Detection in Images of Historical Buildings (regular)
Esraa Elhariri, Nashwa El-Bendary and Shereen A. Taie
Multimedia Knowledge Design and Processing for Personal Robots (regular)
Cristiano Russo, Kurosh Madani, Antonio Rinaldi and Christophe Sabourin
Gradient Attenuation as an Emergent Property of Reset-based Retinex Models (regular)
Gabriele Gianini, Corrado Mio, Leopold Ghemmogne Fossi and Alessandro Rizzi
A Review on Android Ransomware Detection Using Deep Learning Techniques (short)
Nisreen Alzahrani and Danyal Alghazzawi
Toward A Real-time Social Recommendation System (short)
Rania Albalawi, Tet Hin Yeap and Morad Benyoucef

Thursday 5:15 pm – 5:30 pm
Closing Session
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Keynotes
Using Massive Vehicle Trajectory Data for Routing
by Christian S. Jensen
Departement of Computer Science - Aalborg University
Denmark
Christian S. Jensen is Obel Professor of Computer Science at
Aalborg University, Denmark, and he was recently with
Aarhus University for three years and spent a one-year
sabbatical at Google Inc., Mountain View. His research
concerns data management and data-intensive systems, and
its focus is on temporal and spatio-temporal analytics.
Christian is an ACM and an IEEE Fellow, and he is a member
of Academia Europaea, the Royal Danish Academy of
Sciences and Letters, and the Danish Academy of Technical
Sciences. He has received several national and international
awards for his research. He is Editor-in-Chief of ACM
Transactions on Database Systems.
Abstract
As the ongoing society-wide digitalization unfolds, important societal processes are being captured at
an unprecedented level of detail, in turn enabling us to better understand and improve those
processes. Vehicular transportation is one such process, where populations of vehicles are able to
generate massive volumes of trajectories that may in turn be used for offering better routing to the
vehicles. In particular, with massive trajectory data available, the traditional routing paradigm, where
a road network is modeled as an edge-weighted graph, is no longer adequate. Instead, new paradigms
that thrive on massive trajectory data are called for. The talk will cover several such paradigms,
including path-centric, on-the-fly, and cost-oblivious routing. Even massive volumes of trajectory data
are sparse in these settings, which calls for a variety of means of making good use of the available data.
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A Visual Analytics Framework for Enhanced Decision Making
Using Cascaded AI Technologies
by Dimitrios Tzovaras
Center for Research and Technology Hellas - Information Technologies Institute
Greece
Dimitrios Tzovaras is Senior Researcher Grade A’ (Professor) and
Director at CERTH/ITI (the Information Technologies Institute of the
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas). He received a Diploma in
Electrical Engineering and a Ph.D. degree from Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki in 1992 and 1997, respectively. His main research interests
include visual analytics, computer vision, data fusion, machine learning
and artificial intelligence, network and computer security, biometrics
and virtual reality. He is author or co-author of >130 articles in refereed
journals and >350 papers in international conferences. Since 2004, he
has been Associate Editor in: Journal of Applied Signal Processing and
Journal on Advances in Multimedia of EURASΙP. Additionally, he was an
Associate Editor in the IEEE Signal Processing Letters journal (20092012) and Senior Associate Editor in the IEEE Signal Processing Letters
journal (2012-2014), while since mid 2012 he has been also Associate
Editor for IEEE Transactions on Image Processing journal. He is currently Senior Associate Editor in the
IEEE Transactions on Image Processing journal. Since 1992, he has been involved in more than 100
European projects, funded by the EC and the Greek Ministry of Research and Technology.
Abstract
Taking advantage of the massive amounts of processing power offered by modern CPUs & GPUs, stateof-the-art AI is rapidly moving from traditional pattern recognition and machine learning technologies
to deep neural architectures. Despite the impressive performance of the latter, they are still able to
carry out only very specific operations, with limited configuration margin, esp. when their training has
been completed. Their, yet undiscovered to its full extent, potential for unprecedented accuracy lies
within the depth of their structure, i.e. the large number of layers, that achieves to encode paramount
intelligence tailored to the exact needs of their objective; always upon correct and adequate training.
Inspired by the effectiveness of such multi-layered approaches, the current session will introduce a
framework implemented as a cascaded architecture of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that aims to
implement Decision Making Support with efficient applicability in a wide range of fields of applications.
Task-specific DNNs lie in the basis of the pyramid, while the DNNs found higher in the hierarchy act as
"control gates" for the ones below, while seamlessly offering "dimensionality reduction", "data
minimization" & "data mining" through fusion, classification & clustering techniques. Yet, of both
extreme operational & scientific interest is the involvement of the human operator in the loop, so as
to benefit from their expertise and to interactively serve their preferences & needs per case. To achieve
this, the crown of the proposed framework consists of a Visual Analytics toolset that not only allows
for comprehensive visualizations of the produced results/outcomes, but it also offers advanced
interaction possibilities. This way, a direct link to the aforementioned control-gates is established,
transmitting the appropriate operational configuration to the lower processing layers, forming thus,
the desired communication loop between human intelligence & AI. The applicability of the proposed
framework is demonstrated in a series of real-world use cases that involve a series of distinct
challenging tasks but also the intensive feedback by each operator. In particular, they range from (i)
the detection & mitigation of cybersecurity attacks in a real-world IoT networks and (ii) early event
detection from social media & news feeds, to (iii) real-time defect detection on materials in the
production line and (iv) DNA sequences analysis.
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Beyond Silicon Valley: can Universities Act as
Innovation Powerhouses in a Period of Disruption?
by Marios Dikaiakos
Departement of Computer Science - University of Cyprus
Cyprus
Marios D. Dikaiakos is Professor of Computer Science at the
University of Cyprus. He was Head of the Computer Science
Department between 2010-2014, and is the Founding
Director of the Laboratory for Internet Computing (2001). He
received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Princeton
University in 1994. His research focuses on Internet
Computing, with recent activities focusing on Cloud
Computing systems and Big Data. He has been a principal
institutional investigator or co-principal investigator for over
30 funded R&D projects, published over 170 papers in books,
international scientific journals and refereed conference
proceedings, and was in charge of the development of
several research software systems released internationally.
Since January 2015, Professor Dikaiakos serves as the
Founding Director of the Center for Entrepreneurship (http://c4e.org.cy) of the University of Cyprus,
where he leads the design and implementation of the Center’s educational, support, outreach
activities and its international relations.
Abstract
In this period of rapid scientific and technological progress, political, social and economic stakeholders
around the world increasingly expect that universities act as driving forces of innovation-driven
economic development at a national, regional or even international scale, pursuing aggressively the
translation of their scientific results into commercialized products or services. These expectations are
inspired primarily by the remarkable impact that American academia have had in the technological
revolution of the post-World War II era, which led to unprecedented innovations in Information and
Communication Technologies, the massive adoption of the Internet, and the rapid digitalization of
every aspect of human activity.Is it realistic to expect that universities around the world can
successfully replicate the success of top American research universities and become innovation
powerhouses that support the aspirations of their societies to compete in a globalized innovation
arena? Does this aspiration align with the universities’ raison d’ être in the 21st century or is it just a
pipe dream leading to misaligned priorities, an undermining of their true mission, and a waste of
resources? In this talk, I discuss these questions and explore the conditions wherein universities around
the world can seek to become driving forces for “home-brewed” innovation with a certain level of
success.
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Paper Abstracts
The conference Proceedings are indexed by ACM Digital Libraries with the following ISBN:
978-1-4503-6238-2

Session 1: Social Networks
Structure and Content based Community Detection in Evolving Social Networks (regular)
Nikolaos Sachpenderis, Alexandros Karakasidis and Georgia Koloniari
Abstract:
Research has focused on exploring communities in evolving social networks where rapid changes occur
continuously. Most community detection approaches rely only on network structure ignoring its content and
thus valuable information. We propose a community detection algorithm that exploits both content and
structure so as to form more thematically cohesive communities. In particular, we extend a fast incremental
structural community detection algorithm to take into consideration the content of the network at each step
and detect evolving, overlapping communities. We compare the proposed algorithm against the original one
and show that it discovers more cohesive communities through time.
Popularity Prediction of Posts in Social Networks Based on User, Post and Image Features (regular)
Mehmetcan Gayberi, Sule Gunduz Oguducu
Abstract:
This paper presents an approach to popularity prediction task. The approach differs from existing works by
combining enriched user and post features with statistical features and image object detection related
features. Moreover, in this paper, generic popularity prediction models are built that can make predictions for
all types of posts from any users which is different from existing works. Briefly, the study contributes by
combining various types of features, using more image related visual features and having a dramatically larger
dataset compared to previous studies. A specific dataset containing 210.630 posts was crawled from Instagram
to be used in the study and state-of-the-art Machine Learning algorithms were run on the dataset. Models
predicted the log-normalized number of likes of posts as popularity value (ranging between 0 and 18.48) and
the results show that the popularity of Instagram posts can be predicted with 0.92 rank-order correlation and
0.4212 Mean Absolute Error. The results indicate that combining user and post features with statistical features
and image object detection related features yields good performance on popularity prediction.
SocialNetCrawler - Online Social Network Crawler (regular)
Sebastião Pais, João Cordeiro, Ricardo Martins and Miguel Albardeiro
Abstract:
The emergence and popularization of online social networks suddenly made available a large amount of data
from social organization, interaction and human behavior. All this information opens new perspectives and
challenges to the study of social systems, being of interest to many fields. Although most online social networks
are recent, a vast amount of scientific papers was already published on this topic, dealing with a broad range
of analytical methods and applications. Therefore, the development of a tool capable of gather tailored
information from social networks is something that can help a lot of researchers on their work, especially in
the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Nowadays, the daily base medium where people use more often
text language lays precisely on social networks. Therefore, the ubiquitous crawling of social networks is of the
utmost importance for researchers. Such a tool will allow the researcher to get the relevant needed
information, allowing a faster research in what really matters, without loosing time on the development of his
own crawler. In this paper, we present an extensive analysis of the existing social networks and their APIs, and
also describe the conception and design of a social network crawler which will help NLP researchers.
Conflict Detection in Linguistically Diverse Online Social Networks: A Russia-Ukraine Case Study (regular)
Nataliya Tkachenko and Weisi Guo
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Abstract:
Online conflict can lead to and manifest itself in real-time emotional distress and radical behaviour. Whilst the
topics are diverse, one of the most challenging and relatively under-explored topics is in real conflict
landscapes. Many such places have high ethnolinguistic diversity with multiple principal and hybrid language
groups. Here, we examine how online social network debates unfold for the recent Russian intervention in
Ukraine. We use Natural Language Processing (NLP) to map the evolving Reddit social network, showing rich
structural and sentiment signal evolution. Whilst relatively straightforward for well-resourced languages, NLP
tasks for ethnolinguistic fictionalised areas with 22 languages including various lingua franca is challenging, and
require proprietary methods. Yet, it is in this linguistic and real-world landscape that we uncover politically
sensitive posts. We demonstrate how we can extract clear topic groups, echo chambers, and create the data
that will enable us to track the sentiment of users and the role they play both within and between echo
chambers.
Towards Efficient Crawling of Georeferenced Documents from Location-based Social Networks (regular)
Shohei Yokoyama and Sou Ijima
Abstract:
We propose a method that efficiently retrieves documents belonging to a target area from a georeferenced
information database. A circular target area can be effectively searched by k-nearest neighbor searching,
whereas a rectangular target is more appropriately searched by the bounding-box approach. However, queries
of actual geographic information are often sourced from complex areas with different topographies and
features. For efficient searching, queries on arbitrary and complex areas should be broken down into multiple
simple queries, for example, a technique that divides the target area into grids. Our proposed method is a
parameterless subquery construction method that efficiently searches georeferenced documents belonging to
an arbitrary area specified by the user. Compared to the baseline method, the experimental results show that
the number of subqueries could be reduced by up to 80%.
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Session 2: Data Management
CA-Smooth: Content Adaptive Smoothing of Time Series Leveraging Locally Salient Temporal Features
(regular)
Rosaria Rossini, Silvestro Poccia, K. Selcuk Candan and Maria Luisa Sapino
Abstract:
Imprecision and noise in the time series data may result in series with similar overall behaviors being recognized
as being dissimilar because of the accumulation of many small local differences in noisy observations. While
smoothing techniques can be used for eliminating such noise, the degree of smoothing that needs to be
performed may vary significantly at different parts of the given time series. In this paper, we propose a contentadaptive smoothing, CA-Smooth, technique to reduce the impact of non-informative details and noise in time
series by means of a data-driven approach to smoothing. The proposed smoothing process treats different
parts of the time series according to local information content. We show the impact of different adaptive
smoothing criteria on a number of samples from different datasets, containing series with diverse
characteristics.
Applications of Generalized Difference Method for Hypothesis Generation to Social Big Data in
Concept and Real Spaces (regular)
Hiroshi Ishikawa, Daiju Kato, Masaki Endo and Masaharu Hirota
Abstract:
Analytic methodology as to generation of integrated hypotheses is necessary for applications involving
different sources of social big data. In this paper, first, we introduce an abstract data model for integrating data
management and data mining by using mathematical concepts of families, collections of sets to facilitate
reproducibility and accountability required for social big data applications. Next, we describe generalized
difference methods as a methodology for generating integrated hypotheses. Finally, we validate our proposal
by applying them to three use cases involving data in concept and real spaces by using our data model as their
description guided by generalized difference methods.
Measurement-Based Cost Calculation Method Focusing on CPU Architecture for Database Query
Optimization (regular)
Tsuyoshi Tanaka and Hiroshi Ishikawa
Abstract:
Attempts to improve database performance have led to the use of high-speed and large nonvolatile memory
as a durable database medium instead of existing storage devices. For such database systems, the cost of
memory access instead of I/O processing decreases, and the CPU cost increases relative to the most suitable
join method selected for a database query to minimize query execution time. Moreover, for reducing database
administration overhead, the cost model is also required to be capable of application to different generation
CPUs through minor modification. In this paper, the measurement-based cost calculation method (MBCC) for
solving these requirements is described. This cost calculation formula using MBCC is based on the behavior of
the instruction issuing part in the CPU instruction pipeline and the tendency between the statistical information
measured by the CPU performance monitor The cost calculation formulas are formed into parts for each
element separated into elements repeatedly appearing in the access path of the join, and the cost is calculated
combining the parts for an arbitrary number of join tables. In addition, MBCC enables the join cost calculation
formula to support a CPU with architecture from a different generation without the need to re-measure the
statistical information of the CPU. The evaluation of the accuracy of MBCC cost calculations revealed that the
difference between the predicted cross point and the measured cross point was reduced by 74% to 95%
compared with the difference between the cross point obtained by the conventional method and the measured
cross point, and the updated cost evaluation formulas estimated the cost of joining different generation-based
CPUs accurately in 66% of the test cases. In conclusion, the database system using the proposed cost calculation
method can select the best join method and can be applied with CPUs from different generations.
Matching Disparate Dimensions for Analytical Integration of Heterogeneous Data Sources (regular)
Anna V. Korobko and Aleksei Korobko
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Abstract:
The paper presents the first steps towards an authorial integration methodology for heterogeneous data.
Exposing information from multiple heterogeneous data sources demands a global (mediated) schema. We
need a model to couple with the mismatches between schemata of different sources and to provide uniform
access to the data. The virtual global schema is apparently more convenient for assembling big data sources
because of useless time consumption during the processes of materialization and synchronization. Thus, an
integral analytical model has been proposed as the global schema of heterogeneous data sources. The
suggested model provides virtual integration of complex and diverse information for further analytical
processing. It combines the original multidimensional design and lattice structure according to the formal
conceptual analysis. The main goal of the paper is to suggest an approach to automatic mapping between the
schemata of the disparate data sources and virtual integral analytical model with human moderation.

Cloud-based Open-Source Enterprise Content Management Model at a SME Operating in
the Manufacturing Sector (regular)
Andrea Montesinos, Sebastián Salas, David Mauricio and Carlos Raymundo
Abstract:
Every year, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) expand their participation in the Peruvian market,
while facing high internal disorganization issues that stifle their growth. This problem is rooted on the fact that
the contents generated by these companies are not usually adequately recorded, managed, and exploited, and
thus negatively affecting the organization and their competitiveness levels. Now, although most of this issue
may be solved through enterprise content management (ECM) solutions, they are not affordable for most SMEs
because of their high prices. Within this context, this study proposes the implementation of a cloud-based
open-source ECM model at a manufacturing SME in Peru. Through this model, the company was able to access
the benefits of an ECM to restructure the way they manage content, gaining 67% more efficiency, establishing
a collaboration channel between employees, suppliers, and customers, and reporting a 93% model adaptation
rate among staff members.
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Session 3: Data Mining, Machine Learning
Facilitating and Managing Machine Learning and Data Analysis Tasks in Big Data Environments using
Web and Microservice Technologies (regular)
Shadi Shahoud, Sonja Gunnarsdottir, Hatem Khalloof, Clemens Duepmeier and Veit Hagenmeyer
Abstract:
Driven by the great advance of machine learning in a wide range of application areas, the need for developing
machine learning frameworks effectively as well as easily usable by novices increased dramatically. Furthermore, building machine learning models in the context of big data environments still represents a great challenge.
In the present paper, we tackle these challenges by introducing a new generic framework for efficiently
facilitating the training, testing, managing, storing, and retrieving of machine learning models in the context of
big data. The framework makes use of a powerful big data software stack and a microservice architecture for a
fully manageable and highly scalable solution. A highly configurable user interface is introduced giving the user
the ability to easily train, test, and manage machine learning models. Moreover, it automatically indexes
models and allows flexible exploration of them in the visual interface. The performance of the new framework
is evaluated on state-of-the-arts machine learning algorithms: it is shown that storing and retrieving machine
learning models as well as a respective acceptable low overhead demonstrate an efficient approach to facilitate
machine learning in big data environments.
CRD-SentEnse: Cross-domain Sentiment Analysis Using an Ensemble Model (regular)
Katerina Katsarou and Devvrat Singh Shekhawat
Abstract:
Micro-blogging and comments on social media include valuable information about people’s emotions and
opinions towards products, political and social topics and so forth. Unfortunately, due to the large volume of
data, is infeasible to label all these comments and reviews. Additionally, having this data labelled manually by
human experts is very expensive, time-consuming and applicable only for small amounts of data. As a result, a
more scalable solution is needed. Cross-domain sentiment analysis addresses the problem of training a model
for classifying a text with respect to its sentiment polarity as a negative, positive (and/ or neutral), using data
from one domain (source domain), then the same model is tested using data from a different unlabeled domain
(target domain). Cross-domain sentiment analysis is still an open research issue, as the classification
performance is still not as good as in the in-domain sentiment analysis, even though proposed approaches have
improved significantly. In this paper, we propose a framework for cross-domain sentiment analysis that uses
the chi-square test with the data in the source domain. Firstly, we eliminate domain-related words from the
source domain that do not bear transferable knowledge to the target domain. Secondly, the chi-square test is
utilized for finding the important words regarding the sentiment polarity. Subsequently, we develop a second
model that drops the nouns both from source and target domains and we use TFIDF weights for finding the
important words in both domains. Finally, we use a stacking ensemble model that combines the two above
proposed models for enhancing the performance of the proposed framework.
Enhancing Long Term Fairness in Recommendations with Variational Autoencoders (regular)
Rodrigo Borges and Kostas Stefanidis
Abstract:
Recommender systems have become indispensable for several Web sites, helping users deal with big amounts
of data. They are capable of analyzing user/item interactions taking place on-line, and provide each user with
a list of suggestions sorted by relevance. Items with the same or very close relevance, however, may occupy
different positions in the ranking and may be exposed to completely different levels of attention. This promotes
unfair treatment and can only be addressed by a long term strategy. Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) were
recently proposed as the state-of-the-art for collaborative filtering recommendations, but as every other
approach, they generate homogeneous prediction scores among the highest positions. In this paper, we
propose incorporating randomness in the regular operation of VAEs to increase the fairness in multiple rounds
of recommendation. We argue that adding a noise component when sampling values from VAE’s latent
representation provides long term fairness, despite of a tolerable decrease in ranking quality (NDCG). We
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calculate the trade-off between unfairness and NDCG when introducing 4 different noise distributions. The
solution has proved to be a very practical one and the results point for a clear positive effect of turning
recommendation far more fair, despite some small NDCG loss in Movie Lens, Netflix and MSD datasets. In our
best scenario, the unfairness was reduced by 76% despite a decrease of 5% in the quality of ranking.
Visual Analytics for Exploring Air Quality Data in an AI-enhanced IoT Environment (regular)
Ilias Kalamaras, Ioannis Xygonakis, Konstantinos Glykos, Sigmund Akselsen, Arne Munch-Ellingsen, Hai Thanh
Nguyen, Andreas Jacobsen Lepperod, Kerstin Bach, Konstantinos Votis and Dimitrios Tzovaras
Abstract:
Visual analytics have an important role in the exploration and analysis of large amounts of data in IoT
applications. Data visualizations can provide overviews of different aspects of data and user interaction can
assist exploration. Recent advances in machine learning and Artificial Intelligence have provided methods that
can be used in conjunction with visual analytics to enhance user perception. However, AI methods are often
used as “black boxes”, making them difficult for end-users to trust. In this paper, a novel visual analytics
platform is presented, targeting two goals: a) an architecture for the creation of custom interactive visual
analytics dashboards using well-defined components linked to each other, and b) the inclusion of components
specifically for making AI methods more explainable. The proposed architecture and components are being
used in the context of the AI4IoT pilot within the AI4EU project, which targets air quality monitoring through
AI and visualization.
Some Assessments on Applications of Fuzzy Clustering Techniques in Multimedia Compression
Systems (short)
Enea Mancellari, Erind Bedalli and Rexhep Rada
Abstract:
Data compression is the process of reducing the amount of necessary memory for the representation of a given
piece of information. This process is of great utility especially in digital storage and transmission of the
multimedia information and it typically involves various encoding/decoding schemes. In this work we will be
primarily focused on some compression schemes which employ specific forms of clustering known as fuzzy
clustering. In the data mining context, fuzzy clustering is a versatile tool which analyzes heterogeneous
collections of data providing insights on the underlying structures involving the concept of partial membership.
Several models employing the fuzzy clustering techniques in data compression systems are demonstrated and
image compression based on fuzzy transforms for compression and decompression of color videos is described
in details.
Ecosystems of Industry 4.0 - Combining Technology and Human Powers (short)
Cristina Monsone and Eunika Mercier-Laurent
Abstract:
IoT, digital twins, co-bots, drones, Artificial Intelligence, clouds are the system components of Industry 4.0, this
trend born to face hypercompetition. It aims in renewing processes using available technologies and impacts
the whole industry ecosystems including people, information processing and business models. While most of
research works focus on technology, the industrial systems objectives are economic with recent environmental
concern. This paper provides an overview of Industry 4.0 and discuss the importance of considering knowledge,
people and planet in massive digitalization. It focuses on the role of digital twins in transforming industry,
presented in the context of ecosystems and discuss the role of Knowledge Innovation, environmental impact
and the place of the humans in I4.0.
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Session 4: Open Data & Blockchains
Divide and Conquer Technique for Large Linked Datasets (regular)
Maria Krommyda, Verena Kantere and Yannis Vassiliou
Abstract:
Significant effort has been dedicated in recent years to the exploitation of very large linked datasets due to the
importance of the information they contain and the increase of their availability. Some techniques have been
developed that handle the volume of these datasets by aggregating their information based on the data
structure or model. Other approaches exploit specific characteristics of the datasets, such as semantic
annotations, to present the information to the users in semantically defined ways. In an era that the volume
and diversity of the available information increases exponentially and more users are interested in exploring it,
it is crucial to provide a technique that will allow the exploitation of diverse and very large linked datasets in a
scalable way independent of any characteristics of the input dataset. We present here a generic divide and
conquer technique that can offer the required scalability to exploit any input dataset regardless its size and
characteristics. The proposed technique has been tested in the context of interactive representation of very
large linked datasets as graphs.
Factors that Impact Blockchain Scalability (regular)
Peter Eklund and Roman Beck
Abstract:
Blockchain systems (more precisely Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs)) represent a different digital
ecosystem compared with traditional computer systems. One major difference are the performance and
scalability factors which will be discussed and analytically investigated in this paper. In doing so, we provide
guidance for defining a research agenda focusing on the investigation of the crucial role of scalability for
blockchain systems. System performance – measured in terms of (1) consensus response time (blockchain
network latency or time to convergence/agreement); (2) number of transactions per second or throughput,
and (3) computing (and power) resources consumed – can be understood by considering the design dimensions
of a blockchain system, namely: (i) the type of blockchain system needed from a requirements perspective
which in turn determines; (ii) the complexity of the consensus protocol used; (iii) the topography of the traffic
flow on the network; (iv) the performance and complexity of the domain-specific language that implements
smart contracts; and (v) by the anticipated growth in size and complexity of the distributed ledger itself.
Datachain: A Query Framework for Blockchains (regular)
Demetris Trihinas
Abstract:
Fueled by the wide societal interest for decentralized services, blockchain has emerged into a highly desired
paradigm extending well beyond financial transactions. The next generation of blockchain services are now
storing more and more data on distributed ledgers. Therefore, the need to perform analytic queries over
blockchains is more evident than ever. However, despite the wide public interest and the release of several
frameworks, efficiently accessing and processing data from blockchains is challenging. This paper introduces
Datachain, a lightweight, flexible and interoperable framework deliberately designed to ease the extraction of
data hosted on distributed ledgers. Through high-level query abstractions, users connect to underlying
blockchains, perform data requests, extract transactions, manage data assets and derive high-level analytic
insights. Most importantly, due to the inherent interoperable nature of Datachain, queries and analytic jobs
are reusable and can be executed without alterations on different underlying blockchains. To illustrate the wide
applicability of Datachain, we present a realistic use-case on top of Hyperledger and BigchainDB.
Enhancing Open Government Data with Data Provenance (regular)
Cleyton Peixoto dos Reis Júnior, Márcio de Carvalho Victorino, Maristela Holanda, Waldeyr M. C. da Silva,
Rodrigo Pinheiro and Luiz C. B. Martins
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Abstract:
The Brazilian Government has adhered to the Linked Open Government Data publication policy. Thus,
promoting a more transparent and open administration, allowing greater participation of society, the
strengthening of democracy, and combating corruption. All of these matters can be affected by how open data
is published. Beyond the data itself, data provenance allows aggregate metadata such as when, how, and why
the data were created and published. Given this scenario, we consider that the combination of data and its
provenance enriches the traceability of the data exposing the methods and agents involved in its creation. This
paper presents a technological solution in the context of Linked Open Government Data to enhance the public
open govern-ment data publishing. It is delivered employing an information architecture that can provide the
data provenance of public open government data using the PROV-DM and a graph database. In addition, we
also present an implementation of the proposed information architecture for a public open linked data as a
case study.
Repeated Values on Collections Harvested using the Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (regular)
Sarantos Kapidakis
Abstract:
Libraries use repeated values to always denote each entity or group of entities in a specific way. When
resources have metadata elements with the exact same value, their correlation is made obvious, making the
retrieval of all matching metadata records easier. The library uses guidelines on which metadata elements
should only use controlled terms, and how these values will be selected. In this paper, we study the use of the
repeated values in many collections and also their effectiveness when all the collections are used together. We
discovered values that are repeated often and values that are unusual, misused or just rare. Many metadata
elements may use controlled terms as values, although they are traditionally used mostly in some of them. We
see the differences on the use of the Dublin Core elements. The lack of coordination among collections results
to many variations for each value. The study reveals the current usage of repeated values in active collections
and helps adopting better guidelines, designing better tools and improving the effectiveness of the collections.
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Session 5: Citizens, Science, and e-governance
Citizen Engagement for Transparent and Accountable Policy Modelling (regular)
Dimitris Spiliotopoulos, Dionisis Margaris and Costas Vassilakis
Abstract:
This work presents a platform for linked legislative data to engage citizens in transparent and effective
democracies. With a focus on scaling up participatory approaches from local to national level, the approach
extends well established and open source tools and technologies, to build mobile monitoring and analysis tools
that increase transparency of law-making and implementation to citizens. This is achieved by combining open
data and open services with user and citizen generated content, to address citizen’s needs in the context of
open government. Data and feeds from trusted sources are interconnected with new and re-purposed data
feeds generated by users via the social web to form a meaningful, searchable, customizable, re-usable and
open data-focused personalised mobile public service approach. The framework exploits the social aspects of
open data, as well as the training of users, citizens and public servants to be able to understand and demand
useful public open data, as well as facilitate the opening of more data.
Integrating Non-functional Data Quality Requirements to Citizen Science Application Design
(regular)
Jiri Musto and Ajantha Dahanayake
Abstract:
Data quality is an important aspect in many fields. In citizen science application databases, data quality is often
found lacking, which is why there needs to be a method of integrating data quality into the design. This paper
tackles the problem by dividing data quality into separate characteristics according to the ISO / IEC 25012
standard. These characteristics are integrated into a conceptual model of the system and data model for citizen
science applications. Furthermore, the paper describes a way to measure data quality using the data quality
characteristics. The models and measuring methods are theoretical and can be adapted into case specific
designs.
Positive Feedback Loops as an Essential Architectural Pattern in Digital Government Architecture Insights from a System's Based Exploration of Estonia's Digital Government Technical Architecture
(regular)
Keegan Mcbride, Andres Kütt, Sadok Ben Yahia and Dirk Draheim
Abstract:
This research paper starts from the belief that digital government is a systemic process and that by studying
the technical architecture it is possible to gain a better understanding of its behavior. Drawing on insights from
system dynamics, systems theory, and complex adaptive systems, the paper hypothesizes that by including and
reinforcing feedback loops in the architecture, it is possible to obtain significant performance gains. For the
sake of testing the hypothesis, and to answer the research question: “How can Systems Theory be used to
understand the digital government infrastructure of a country?” the case of Estonia is presented. As a result of
the research, it is found that the presence of reinforcement loops in the technical architecture leads to
performance gains, that it is possible to observe complex behavior in digital government infrastructure, and
demonstrates that systems thinking may be used to analyze digital government systems.
Concise Description of Telecom Service Use Through Concept Chains (regular)
Ants Torim, Sadok Ben Yahia and Kristo Raun
Abstract:
Binary data arise naturally in many fields including shopping carts, pass-fail tests, social networks etc.
Descriptive data mining aims to discover a concise set of general patterns in these possibly noisy data. An
important tool for describing binary data is Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) which describes the data through
formal concepts. As the full lattice of formal concepts can become large even when dealing with relatively
modest amounts of data there are several methods to reduce the number of concepts used to describe the
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data: selecting a subset of “interesting” concepts, finding a subset of concepts that cover the data fully etc. In
this paper we apply a novel method of concept chain coverage generation to service use data of a
telecommunications company. Concept chain coverage aims to cover the data not with single concepts but
with chains of related concepts. The aim is not the full coverage but high enough coverage through a concise
set of concept chains. We show that a relatively modest set of concept chains (4 to 10) can describe most of
the data and that the performance of the algorithm is very acceptable for this case study.
A New Smart Citizen-Centered Transportation Application without GPS (short)
Hosni Seffih, Myriam Lamolle, Aurélie Pradelles, Ayoub Chouchou and Christian Fluhr
Abstract:
The smart city concept is a very recent one, that, nevertheless, has already been implemented in several cities
around the world. The satisfactory results are encouraging more and more cities to focus on this concept. Given
this trend, it can be anticipated that many more urban areas will follow a smart city roadmap. When partici
pating in the Setif (Algeria) Start-ups Fair in November 2018, we noted a strong interest on the part of investors
and local authorities in optimizing the efficiency of Setif management and services, and in enhancing related
connections with its citizens [3]. Setif is a student city with 60,000 students spread across three university
campuses (Ferhat-Abbas University – Setif 1 / Mohamed-Lamine- Debaghine - Setif 2 / ElBez University Setif 3)
[2]. In this paper, we will discuss how an ordinary city can move towards being a smart city, regardless of its
socio-economic environment. First, we will explore the smart city concept. Then we will provide examples of
cities actively pursuing smart city strategies. Therefore, to propose a low-cost application, we rely on the
collaboration of the inhabitants of, what we call, the smart citizen-centered city. This proof of concept transport
application will be for use in Setif and will show how it is possible to adopt smart city strategies despite the lack
of sophisticated systems based on open data, sensor networks, etc.
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Session 6: Ecosystems
Data Confidentiality and Information Credibility in Online Ecosystems (regular)
Giovanni Livraga and Marco Viviani
Abstract:
Recent ICTs paradigms such as cloud computing, data outsourcing, digital data markets, and the spread of
multiple social media based on Web 2.0 technologies, facilitate the exchange of large data and information
flows among a myriad of interconnected devices and users, for different aims and purposes. This complex
scenario underlies the development of online ecosystems of interacting entities, where the concepts of
community, self-organization, evolution and knowledge are fundamental. While the benefits connected to such
kind of ecosystems are intuitive also to the everyday man, no lunch comes for free, and such a complex and
interconnected scenario entails a number of issues connected to both data and information generation and
diffusion that should be carefully addressed. For example, in the data sharing context, genuine data could be
manipulated, tampered with, accessed without permission, breached, or improperly disclosed; in the Social
Web context, low-quality data and/or misinformation could be diffused. With respect to the above-mentioned
issues, in this paper we survey some of the possible approaches proposed in the literature for ensuring
adequate data protection, with particular reference to data confidentiality, and for assessing information
credibility in complex online environments. We also provide a conclusive discussion aimed at illustrating the
importance of relating these concepts.
Gaming Ecosystems for Education and Research: where Artificial Intelligence Meets with Software
Engineering, at Scale (regular)
Dimitrios Kalles, Kyriakos Giagtzoglou and Kostas Mitropoulos
Abstract:
We present aspects of ecosystem engineering for a strategy board game. Human and machine players of the
ecosystem can pick opponents or form teams and play against other teams or players. We present the key
features of the ecosystem, the highlights of the development process and we propose concrete potential uses
of the ecosystem in research and education.
A Continuous Certification Methodology for DevOps (regular)
Marco Anisetti, Claudio Ardagna, Ernesto Damiani and Filippo Gaudenzi
Abstract:
The cloud paradigm has revolutionized the way in which software systems are designed, managed, and
maintained. With the advent of the microservice architecture, this trend was brought to the extreme, pushing
the whole software development process towards unification of software development (Dev) and software
operation (Ops). This rapid evolution has not immediately found counterparts in assurance techniques, where
the evaluation of the non-functional behavior of a software system and of the software development process
are completely decoupled. In this paper, we put forward the idea that next-generation assurance techniques,
and more specifically certification techniques, must evaluate a software system throughout the whole
development process. To this aim, we define a continuous certification scheme for DevOps that evaluates the
software artifacts produced at each stage of the development process. We then present the assurance
framework managing our certification scheme and experimentally evaluate the continuous certification
scheme in a real DevOps scenario.

Minimum-Impact First: Scheduling Virtual Machines Under Maintenance Scenarios (regular)
Anis Yazidi, Hårek Haugerud, Frederik Ung and Kyrre Begnum
Abstract:
Virtual Machine (VM) migration is an important feature for ensuring smooth operations during maintenance
and disaster recovery scenarios. The migration might be inter-site and in such a case the inter-site bandwidth
which is typically Wide Area Network (WAN) might be a bottleneck. In such a case, the bandwidth is affected
by the amount of inter-VM traffic that becomes separated during the migration process. The amount of
separated traffic might not only cause degradation of the of the Quality of Service (QoS) of inter-communicating
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VMs but can also delay the migration process due to the congestion of the migration link. The state-of-the-art
algorithm due to Yazidi et al. is an affinity aware algorithm that does not consider the completion time of the
migration. The first stage of our algorithm is identical to Yazidi et al. where we resort to graph partitioning
theory in order to partition the VMs into groups with high intra-group communication. In the second stage, we
devise a greedy algorithm for controlling the order of the migration groups by considering their inter-group
traffic that greedily selects groups with the lowest impact in terms of volume of separated traffic which we
denominate Minimum-Impact First (MIF). We also design a latency-aware algorithm that only schedules the
quickest migration first. The latter simple heuristic interestingly outperforms legacy works in the case of
migration over a non-dedicated link. We concisely find that our MIF algorithm outperforms the state-of-theart
algorithms by a clear margin using real-traffic traces by a margin larger than 40%. We show that the MIF
algorithm ensures the lowest amount of separated traffic in both dedicated-link and non-dedicated-link
scenarios
An Observational Study on the Challenges Faced by Actors in a Social Innovation Ecosystem (short)
Luciana Chueri, Aline Vasconcelos and Rodrigo Santos
Abstract:
A social innovation ecosystem is a set of actors from different societal sectors and their environments with
legal and cultural norms, supportive infrastructures and many other elements, which enable or inhibit the
development of social innovations. In this context, several issues regarding information reuse and integration
can be found. In this paper, we present an observational study where a real case of an emerging social
innovation ecosystem was modeled and analyzed to identify the challenges faced by the actors. Results show
the importance of adopting digital ecosystem concepts for an approach in which social innovation actors
interact and collaborate through the support provided by a common technological platform, composing what
we called as Social Innovation Digital Ecosystem (SIDE). Such approach aims to support social innovation actors
towards fostering collaboration, co-creation, knowledge, and information sharing and reuse, enabling the
development, dissemination and generation of more effective social innovations.
3DPrinterOS - A Digital Ecosystem of Personal Manufacturing: Connecting Humans to Manufacturing
Machines (short)
Anton Vedeshin, John Mehmet Ulgar Dogru, Innar Liiv, Dirk Draheim and Sadok Ben Yahia
Abstract:
Recently, we have witnessed the advent of personal manufacturing, where home users, small, medium, and
Fortune 500 enterprises use devices such as 3D printers, CNC mills, and robotics to manufacture products
locally. We have been developing a digital ecosystem of personal manufacturing for the last seven years. This
ecosystem is currently used or being tried by 111 Fortune 2000 enterprises. In this paper, we focus on the
creation of the cloud-based manufacturing operating system, 3DPrinterOS, to address an evolving critical
problem of personal manufacturing. We introduce a novel software ecosystem architecture to sustain a
massive communication load of command, control, and telemetry data to and from millions of manufacturing
machines and users. Our solution allows users to create and deploy their own applications into 3DPrinterOS
cloud operating system. Our long term experiments show that over the last five years, 95, 000 users have
generated over three million CAD designs and machine codes, and produced more than 1, 030, 000 physical
parts on 32, 000 manufacturing machines in 100 countries. Short term experiments showed that, on average,
it is five times faster to perform a 3D print using 3DPrinterOS.
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Session 7: Intelligent Systems I
A Mixed-reality Interaction-driven Game-based Learning Framework (regular)
Dimitris Spiliotopoulos, Dionisis Margaris, Costas Vassilakis, Volha Petukhova and Konstantinos Kotis
Abstract:
In the modern information society, learning is no longer just about obtaining factual knowledge, but more
about general skills on how and where to apply available knowledge and obtain new knowledge to solve new
problems. Such skills include abilities to connect and organize ideas, fill gaps in knowledge structures, evaluate
evidence, argue with new information, test and modify, predict, clarify, generate questions, learn new
concepts, make unexpected connections, reflect, analyze, synthesize and loop back. This work presents the
Immersion framework, a digital ecosystem for adaptive smart learning environments for interactive mixed
reality driven methods to foster learners’ self-regulating skill development.
Towards Operational Technology Monitoring in Intelligent Transportation Systems - Key Challenges
and Research Roadmap (regular)
David Graf, Werner Retschitzegger, Wieland Schwinger, Elisabeth Kapsammer, Norbert Baumgartner and
Birgit Pröll
Abstract:
Efficient and safe operation of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has significant impact on the life of
citizens and economies. A wide range of technologies, aka. Operational Technologies (OT) (e.g., sensors,
actuators or network routers), are employed for monitoring and controlling the operation of ITS, being, due to
the convergence with Information Technology (IT), more and more based on the Internet-of-Things (IoT)
paradigm. Monitoring the service quality of OT, i.e., Operational Technology Monitoring (OTM), is a crucial
prerequisite for ensuring efficient and safe operation. OTM from an industry perspective, however, faces some
challenges, which are, despite their importance for ITS operators, not sufficiently addressed by now. In this
realm, the contribution of this paper is threefold: Firstly, aiming at gaining insight into the state of practice of
OTM in ITS, we discuss OTM based on an exemplary scenario of a national highway network and identify three
key challenges, namely (1) interoperability, (2) service quality monitoring, and (3) evolution of OT. Secondly, to
address these challenges, we identify promising lines of research relevant for OTM. Thirdly, based thereupon,
we sketch out a research roadmap striving towards the vision of an evolution-aware semantic framework
enhancing OTM in ITS.
A Personalised Hybrid Learning Object Recommender System (regular)
Samuel Kapembe and Jose Quenum
Abstract:
In this work, we present a hybrid Recommender System (RS) for prescribing learning objects to students in a
Personalised Learning Environment (PLE). This RS for Learning Objects (LOs) uses explicit and implicit student
profiling to filter learning material for recommendation to a student. Further, the student profile consists of
learning preferences, the student’s confidence level in the required topics as well as the courses she enrolled
in. Finally, we factor in implicit and explicit learning object ratings to enhance the recommendations.
Generating Distributed Representation of User Movement for Extracting Detour Spots (regular)
Masaharu Hirota, Tetsuya Oda, Masaki Endo and Hiroshi Ishikawa
Abstract:
Owing to the increasing popularity of mobile devices embedded with a Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor,
large amounts of user-generated content containing spatial information have been uploaded to social media
websites, such as Flickr or Twitter. That content posted from tourist spots can be used to search for and
recommend other tourism spots and routes. Recent research papers in the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) have proposed learning a distributed representation of words using embedding algorithms. In this paper,
we use a Skip-gram model to analyze user movements obtained from social media websites. We propose a new
Skip-gramgemodel to learn movements between a pair of locations quantified by the latitude and the
longitude. The embedding vectors by our model represents user movements between the locations. We
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successfully demonstrated that the embedded vectors generated with our proposed method can extract
detour spots for tourism spots and routes.

Optimizing Power and Energy Efficiency in Cloud Computing (regular)
Naveed Khan, Hårek Haugerud, Raju Shrestha and Anis Yazidi
Abstract:
With the exponential growth in cloud computing, the steadily increasing amount of power consumption due
to the use of physical and virtual machines is becoming a serious challenge. In this context, we report a study
on optimizing the power and energy efficiency of physical and virtual machines in a cloud computing
environment. The energy profile of different workloads is thoroughly investigated under different
configurations. This paper presents the findings from our study which provides a good understanding of how
different workloads affect power and energy efficiency of of both physical and virtual machines.
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Session 8: Big Data
Big Data Platform for Integrated Cyber and Physical Security of Critical Infrastructures for the
Financial Sector Critical Infrastructures as Cyber-Physical Systems (regular)
Ernesto Troiano, John Soldatos, Ariana Polyviou, Andreas Polyviou, Alessandro Mamelli and Dimitris Drakoulis
Abstract:
As critical infrastructures become more complex, sophisticated and digitally interconnected they are also more
susceptible to cyber and physical security attacks. To mitigate the risks of such attacks, there is a need for
securing them in an integrated way, which considers the simultaneous protection of their cyber and physical
assets. In this paper we introduce a BigData platform that implements an integrated approach to securing and
protecting critical infrastructures for the Uinancial sector, by treating them as large scale cyber-physical
systems. The main building blocks of the platform include an integrated security model that covers cyber and
physical assets, an architecture for security monitoring and control based on appropriate probes, as well as a
range of data analytics algorithms for detecting risks, vulnerabilities and threats. These building blocks are
outlined in the paper, along with their deployment and use in a number of representative critical infrastructure
protection use cases for the Uinancial sector. One of the merits of our work is its reference character i.e. it can
serve as a blueprint for developing and deploying systems for integrated cyber/physical security in various
application areas.
A Real-time Multimedia Data Quality Assessment Framework (regular)
Zahi Al Chami, Bechara Al Bouna, Chady Abou Jaoude and Richard Chbeir
Abstract:
Nowadays, social media runs a significant portion of people's daily lives. Millions of people use social media
applications to share photos. The huge volume of images shared on social media presents serious challenges
and requires large computational infrastructure to ensure successful data processing. However, image gets
distorted somehow during the processing, transmission, sharing or from a combination of many factors. So,
there is a need to guarantee an acceptable delivery content, especially for image processing applications. In
this paper, we present a framework developed to process a large amount of images in real-time while
estimating the image quality. Our quality evaluation is measured based on two methods: Perceptual Coherence
Measure and Structural Similarity Index. A set of experiments is conducted to evaluate our proposed approach.
Management of Big Textual Data in Qualitative Research: Organizing the Relationships in a Typology
based on Logical Properties (regular)
Christophe Jouis, Mercedes Orus-Lacord, Nino Durglishvili and Roman Orus
Abstract:
In structured indexes, classification systems, thesauri, conceptual structures or semantic networks, relationships are too often vague. For instance, in terminology, the relationships between concepts are often reduced
to the distinction established by standard between hierarchical relationships (genus-species relationships and
part/whole relationships) and non-hierarchical relationships (“time, space, causal relationships, etc.”). The
semantics of relationships are vague because the principal users of these relationships are industrial actors
(translators of technical handbooks, terminologists, data-processing specialists, etc.). Nevertheless, the
consistency of the models built must always be guaranteed... One possible approach to this problem consists
in organizing the relationships in a typology based on logical properties. For instance, we typically use only the
general relation “Is-a”. It is too vague. We assume that general relation “Is-a” is characterized by asymmetry.
This asymmetry is specified in: (1) the belonging of one individualizable entity to a distributive class, (2)
Inclusion among distributive classes and (3) relation part of (or “composition”). With the view to better
designing the knowledge structures underlying the concepts of a field, and more specifically, the indexing of
documents and/or information retrieval, we propose a structured set of relationships, based on a linguistic
model, the Applicative and Cognitive Grammar (ACG) of Jean-Pierre Descles [7-8]. This model was extended to
terminology by Christophe Jouis [32], and applied by Widad Mustafa and Christophe Jouis, [33-36].
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Data Lineage Temporally Using a Graph Database (regular)
Jaroslav Pokorny, Jan Sýkora and Michal Valenta
Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is to analyze and implement incremental updates of data lineage storage in the
software tool Manta Flow. The basis of this work is the study of current data lineage storage in Manta Flow,
research of existing solutions of incremental updates in version control systems, research of incremental
backups in databases, analysis and design of a new solution of incremental updates in Manta Flow and a
subsequent prototype implementation and performance testing execution. The resulting prototype can be
deployed into the existing Manta Flow product, reducing time complexity of updates in data lineage storage in
orders of magnitude.

A Decentralized Approach for Homogenizing Load Distribution in Cloud Data Center based On
Stable Marriage Matching (regular)
Disha Sangar, Hårek Haugerud, Anis Yazidi and Kyrre Begnum
Abstract:
Running a sheer virtualized data center with the help of Virtual Machines (VM) is the de facto-standard in
modern data centers. Live migration offers immense flexibility opportunities as it endows the system
administrators with tools to seamlessly move VMs across physical machines. Several studies have shown that
the resource utilization within a data center is not homogeneous across the physical servers. Load imbalance
situations are observed where a significant portion of servers are either in overloaded or underloaded states.
Apart from leading to inefficient usage of energy by underloaded servers, this might lead to serious QoS
degradation issues in the overloaded servers. In this paper, we propose a lightweight decentralized solution for
homogenizing the load across different machines in a data center. In search of better solutions, we have looked
outside the field of computer science for inspiration. Inspired by Nobel Peace Prize winners Alvin Roth and
Lloyd Shapley’s work on Stable Matching [4], we borrow the concept of stable marriage matching problems
where we pair pairs of underloaded servers and overloaded servers based on some notion of preferences for
the purpose of homogenizing their load through exchange of VMs. Furthermore, our solution is distributed by
accommodating this aspect in the original Stable Matching algorithm. We provide some real-life experimental
results that demonstrate the efficiency of our approach.
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Session 9: Intelligent Systems II
An Ontology-based Thermal Comfort Management System in Smart Buildings (regular)
Adrian Taboada Orozko, Amira Mouakher, Imen Ben Sassi and Christophe Nicolle
Abstract:
Achieving thermal comfort for occupants in buildings has been the main focus of several studies in recent years.
The challenging issue of the building envelope is to save energy and achieve a high comfortable environment
simultaneously. To calculate the thermal comfort level in a living space, environmental factors such as indoor
air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, and humidity are needed. The latter parameters are
aggregated through the well known PMV index. In this paper, we introduce a wireless sensor network (WSN)based comfort measurement approach, called OnCom, using a dedicated ontology and the emotional state
analysis of the occupant to reach the “adequate” indoor thermal comfort. The main thrust of OnCom stands
on the smooth con-nection of human emotions with the thermal sensations. Carried out experiments showed
that emotions, unveiled from tweets, have been efficiently used to mitigate user thermal discomfort.
Performance Analysis of Using Feature Fusion for Crack Detection in Images of Historical Buildings
(regular)
Esraa Elhariri, Nashwa El-Bendary and Shereen A. Taie
Abstract:
In this paper, three types of feature sets are used for evaluating the performance of a proposed approach for
crack detection in images of historical buildings. The feature sets are hand-crafted features, Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) learned features, and fusion of hand-crafted and CNN-learned features. The proposed
approach is validated by implementing several Machine Learning (ML) classifiers with applying 3-fold cross
validation. Two datasets of crack images are used for developing the feature sets. Experimental results show
that both Support Vector Machine (SVM) and stacked ensemble classifiers achieve highest accuracy of 98% for
crack detection using the CNN-learned features with dimensionality reduction. The significance of this study is
to highlight the impact of different types of feature sets on the performance of the classification process for
crack detection.
Multimedia Knowledge Design and Processing for Personal Robots (regular)
Cristiano Russo, Kurosh Madani, Antonio Rinaldi and Christophe Sabourin
Abstract:
The development of personal robots or service robots has aroused much interest in recent times, witnessing
an amazing growth of robotics in different domains. Although sophisticated humanoid robots have been
developed, much more effort is needed for improving their cognitive capabilities. Interactions with humans
and/or with other agents are still limited and not considered satisfactory. So, the way we store and represent
knowledge in a cognitive architecture(CA) is fundamental to overcome these limitations and improve humanmachine and machine-machine interactions. In this paper we propose a multimedia graph knowledge base
using pure formalisms, which can be used by personal robots to represent and share the acquired knowledge,
linking it to abstract concepts gifted with semantic relations. Moreover, we propose a prototype architecture
for sharing the knowledge between two agents following the Knowledge-as-a-service (KaaS) paradigm.
Gradient Attenuation as an Emergent Property of Reset-based Retinex Models (regular)
Gabriele Gianini, Corrado Mio, Leopold Ghemmogne Fossi and Alessandro Rizzi
Abstract:
The Retinex image filtering algorithms have been inspired by experimental findings on the behavior of the
Human Vision System. They are known to locally adjust image color and contrast by preserving edges and
attenuating gradients. In a reference formulation of the algorithm by Land and McCann, edge preservation and
gradient attenuation are granted by two ad-hoc mechanisms: called respectively reset (the distinctive feature
of all the Retinex algorithms) and thresholding. A somehow unanticipated finding is that gradient attenuation
is also observed with algorithm variants that do not include the latter mechanism, which was explicitly devised
to implement gradient attenuation. In this work, we provide an analytic demonstration of the capability of
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Retinex models to attenuate gradients using only the "reset" mechanism, combined with the local character of
the mutual pixel influences. We show that this capability is an emergent property of all the reset-based Retinex
models.
A Review on Android Ransomware Detection Using Deep Learning Techniques (short)
Nisreen Alzahrani and Danyal Alghazzawi
Abstract:
In the past few years Android becomes prominent operating systems attracting many people. It is not only
attracting users but also attackers to implement and spread malicious data onto our phones or tablets. Android
Ransomware is one of the most spreading attacks through all the globe which is a class of malware that aims
to prevent the users from accessing the operating system, and encrypts important data stored on their device.
This kind of attacks are constantly being renewed to produce a new family and it becomes difficult for
traditional machine learning techniques to discover them and thus prevent them from penetrating users'
devices. There are few recent studies on the subject of android ransomwares detection using deep learning
methods. This paper for most part focuses on two targets: the first is to provide an overview of ransomware
and deep learning techniques and the second is to conduct a comprehensive review on more than 20 papers
related to detecting android ransomware using deep learning methods. In addition, this study compared
between the most relevant reviewed papers -a total of 8- including their limitations in addition to listing a
significant challenges and open issues.
Toward A Real-time Social Recommendation System (short)
Rania Albalawi, Tet Hin Yeap and Morad Benyoucef
Abstract:
Recent research has investigated approaches and models to produce optimal results in social recommendation
systems (SRSs) particularly in text-based form. The aim is to analyze the user generated-content (UGC) to
suggest appropriate recommendations to interested users. However, users are often not satisfied with the
initial recommendations because some models do not elicit their preferences at the beginning of the
interaction nor do they understand their actual needs. In this paper, we propose a real-time SRSs called
ChatWithRec that aims to improve the accuracy of recommendations by analyzing the user’s contextual
conversation dynamically, detect the topic, and then match it with a suitable advertisement. We used the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic model (LDA) to analyze the user’s conversation and perceive topics. We
evaluated our system by applying several metrics like coherence, and F-score to evaluate the performance of
ChatWithRec recommendation system. The results are encouraging, indicating that the system is fast, satisfies
users by getting exactly what they seek in their conversation flow.
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